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Communication and Language, Reading and Writing Understanding The World 

Key skills 

 Listens to others one to one or in small groups 

 Listens to stories with increasing attention and 

recall 

 Joins in with repeated refrains and anticipates key 

events and phrases 

 Maintains attention, concentrates and sits quality 

during appropriate activity 

 Understands use of objects 

 Beginning to understand how and why questions  

 Able to follow a story without pictures or props 

 Listens and responds to ideas expressed by others 

in conversation or discussion  

 Questions why things happen and give explanations 

 Builds up vocabulary that reflects the breadth of 

their experiences 

 Uses language to imagine and recreate roles and 

experiences in play situations 

 Introduces a storyline or narrative into their play 

 Hears and says the initial sound in words 

 Can segment the sound in simple words and blend 

them together 

 Enjoys an increasing range of books 

 Knows that information can be retrieved from 

books and computers 

 Gives meanings to marks as they draw and paint 

 Writes own name and other things such as labels 

and captions 

 Attempts to write short sentences in meaningful 

contexts 

ELG: 

Children listen attentively in a range of situations. They 

listen to stories, accurately anticipating key events and 

respond to what they hear with relevant comments, 

questions or actions. They give their attention to what 

others say and respond appropriately, while engaged in 

another activity 

 

Children follow instructions involving several ideas or 

actions. They answer ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions about their 

experiences and in response to stories or events. 

Children express themselves effectively, showing 

awareness of listeners’ needs. They use past, present and 

future forms accurately when talking about events that 

have happened or are to happen in the future. They 

develop their own narratives and explanations by 

connecting ideas or events. 

 The very hungry caterpillar 

 Very hungry caterpillar list writing activity – twinkl 

 Orally retelling the story – puppet show 

 Story sequencing cards – twinkl 

 Very hungry caterpillar story sack – acting out the 

story 

 Butterfly lifecycle story sack 

 Lifecycle word cards - labelling 

 Lifecycle story sequencing 

 Lifecycle activities on frogs  

 Information book about minibeasts – laminate and 

put in reading corner  

 Eric carle – spiders  

 Hiding minibeasts sensory bag – twinkl 

 Eye spy with my little eye minibeast activity  

 Cress diary  

 Fact cards about growing plants 

 Following and reaidng instructions on how to grow 

plants  

 Labelling parts of a flower 

 

Key skills 

 

  Knows that some of the things that make them 

unique, and can talk about some of the 

similarities and differences in relation to family 

and friends 

 Comments and asks questions about aspects of 

their familiar world  

 Can talk about some of the things they have 

observed such as plants, animals, natural and 

found objects 

 Talks about why things happen and how they 

work 

 Developing understanding of growth, decay and 

changes over time 

 Shows care and concern for living things and the 

environment 

 Looks closely at similarities, differences, 

patterns and change 

 Knows that information can be retrieved from 

computers 

 Completes a simple program on a computer 

 Uses ICT hardware to interact with age-

appropriate computer software  

 

ELG: 

 Children talk about past and present events in 

their own lives and in the lives of family 

members. They know that other children don’t 

always enjoy the same things, and are sensitive 

to this. They know about similarities and 

differences between themselves and others, 

and among families, communities and traditions. 

 Children know about similarities and differences 

in relation to places, objects, materials and 

living things. They talk about the features of 

their own immediate environment and how 

environments might vary from one another. 

They make observations of animals and plants 

and explain why some things occur, and talk 

about changes. 

 Children recognise that a range of technology is 

used in places such as homes and schools. They 

select and use technology for particular 

purposes 

 

 Lifecycle of a butterfly 

 Looking at butterflies 

 Markings 

 Lifecycle of frogs  

 Looking at different minibeasts in the environment  

 Growing/sunflowers 

 Cress experiments  

 Beans in a bottle  

 Mini beast investigation sheet/hunt 

 Minibeasts and their habitats  

 Minibeast investigation lab 

 Minibeasts habitat tray 

 Muddy minibeast sensory bottle 

 What do plants need to grow 

 Plant growth prediction sheet  

 



 

ELG – reading and writing: 

Children read and understand simple sentences. They use 

phonic knowledge to decode regular words and read them 

aloud accurately. They also read some common irregular 

words. They demonstrate understanding when talking 

with others about what they have read. 

 

Children use their phonic knowledge to write words in 

ways which match their spoken sounds. They also write 

some irregular common words. They write simple 

sentences which can be read by themselves and others. 

Some words are spelt correctly and others are 

phonetically plausible. 

 

Number and Shape and Measures 

 

 

Expressive arts and design  

Key skills 

 

 Shows an interest in 

number problems 

 Shows and interest in 

numerals in the 

environment 

 Estimates how many 

objects they can see and 

checks by counting them 

 Uses the language of 

‘more’ and ‘fewer ‘ to 

compare two sets of 

numbers 

 Says the number that is 

one more than a given 

number 

 Records, using marks that 

they can interpret and 

explain 

 Shows awareness of 

shapes in the environment 

 Beginning to talk about 

the shapes of everyday 

objects 

 Orders two or three items 

by length and height 

 Orders and sequences 

familiar events 

 

ELG 

 Children count reliably 

with numbers from one to 

20, place them in order 

and say which number is 

 

 

 Very hungry caterpillar – ordering 

days of the week 

 Markings/patterns on butterfly 

wings 

 Lifecycle of a butterfly jigsaw 

 Height and length with sunflowers  

 Problem solving – bug challenge  

 Number bonds on minibeasts 

 Butterfly subtraction puzzle – 0-

20 

 Graphs on favourite minibeasts 

 Favourite flower graphs  

 Ordering/sequencing cards  

Key skills 

 

 Enjoys joining in with 

dancing and ring games 

 Beginning to move 

rhythmically 

 Uses various construction 

materials 

 Joins construction pieces 

together to build and 

balance 

 Begins to build a 

repertoire of songs and 

dances 

 Manipulates materials to 

achieve a planned effect 

 Constructs with a 

purpose in mind, using a 

variety of resources 

 Engages in imaginative 

role-play  

 Uses available resources 

to create props to 

support role-play 

 Introduces a storyline or 

narrative into their play 

 Plays cooperatively as 

part of a group to 

develop and act out a 

narrative  

 

ELG: 

Children sing songs, make 

music and dance, and 

experiment with ways of 

 

 

 Symmetrical butterflies 

 Butterfly homes 

 Lifecycle spin wheel 

 Paper mache fruits   

 Minibeasts out of junk modelling 

 Paper plate minibeasts 

 Observational Draw sunflowers  

 Making caterpillars  

 Blow paintings  

 Shaving cream paintings  

 Making spiders – singing incy 

wincy spider  

 Pom pom creatures  

 Cloud dough – hiding minibeasts 

 Minibeast split-pin characters 

 Minibeast pebbles 

 Observational drawings of plants 

 Colour mixing 

 Tissue paper flowers 

 Garden centre  



one more or one less than 

a given number. Using 

quantities and objects, 

they add and subtract two 

single-digit numbers and 

count on or back to find 

the answer. They solve 

problems, including 

doubling, halving and 

sharing. 

 Children use everyday 

language to talk about 

size, weight, capacity, 

position, distance, time 

and money to compare 

quantities and objects and 

to solve problems. They 

recognise, create and 

describe patterns. They 

explore characteristics of 

everyday objects and 

shapes and use 

mathematical language to 

describe them. 

 

changing them. They safely use 

and explore a variety of 

materials, tools and 

techniques, experimenting with 

colour, design, texture, form 

and function. 

 

Children use what they have 

learnt about media and 

materials in original ways, 

thinking about uses and 

purposes. They represent their 

own ideas, thoughts and 

feelings through design and 

technology, art, music, dance, 

role play and stories. 

Physical Development Personal, Social and Emotional Development Other/ Challenge/’WOW’ 

Key skills  

 Draws lines and circles using 

gross motor movements 

 Holds pencil between thumb 

and two fingers 

 Can copy some letters 

 Runs skilfully and negotiates 

space 

 Can catch a large ball 

 Uses simple tools to effect 

changes to materials 

 Begins to form recognisable 

letters 

 Uses pencil and holds it 

effectively to form 

recognisable letters, most of 

which are correctly formed  

 Eats a healthy range of foods 

and understands the need for 

a variety of foods 

 

ELG 

Children show good control and co-

ordination in large and small 

movements. They move confidently 

 Very hungry caterpillar – 

threading activity  

 Fruit pie fine motor activity 

 Healthy and unhealthy foods 

 Phonics – letter formation  

Key skills  

 Initiates conversation, attends to 

and takes account of what others 

say 

 Enjoys responsibility of carrying 

out small tasks 

 Confident to speak to others about 

own needs, wants, interests and 

opinions 

 Shows confidence in asking adults 

for help 

 Aware of the boundaries set, and 

of behavioural expectations in the 

setting 

ELGS: 

 

 Children play co-operatively, taking 

turns with others. They take 

account of one another’s ideas 

about how to organise their 

activity. They show sensitivity to 

others’ needs and feelings, and 

form positive relationships with 

adults and other children. 

 Very hungry caterpillar 

 Healthy eating  

 Food diary 

 Looking at a healthy and unhealthy 

lunchbox 

 How to look after minibeasts 

 How to look after plants – what 

makes a good gardener  

 

 

 

Making a fruit salad/fruit smoothie/fruit kebabs  

Role-play garden centre – indoor/outdoor  

Trip to Motcombe park  

 

 



in a range of ways, safely 

negotiating space. They handle 

equipment and tools effectively, 

including pencils for writing. 

 

Children know the importance for 

good health of physical exercise, 

and a healthy diet, and talk about 

ways to keep healthy and safe. They 

manage their own basic hygiene and 

personal needs successfully, 

including dressing and going to the 

toilet independently. 

 Children are confident to try new 

activities, and say why they like 

some activities more than others. 

They are confident to speak in a 

familiar group, will talk about their 

ideas, and will choose the 

resources they need for their 

chosen activities. They say when 

they do or don’t need help. 

 

 Children talk about how they and 

others show feelings, talk about 

their own and others’ behaviour, 

and its consequences, and know 

that some behaviour is 

unacceptable. They work as part of 

a group or class, and understand 

and follow the rules. They adjust 

their behaviour to different 

situations, and take changes of 

routine in their stride. 

 


